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Scintillator Barrel, designed and produced in
Warsaw, was successfully installed between the
Mini Drift Chamber and Superconducting Solenoid.
The Barrel was not supported by either MDC or
SCS, which created a challenging problem. Finally
the whole set-up was installed at the accelerator

around the pellet target after successful tests of
superconducting solenoid. The work on the data
acquisition system is in progress.

[1] Phys.Lett. B436(l998)251
[2] Phys.Rev.Lett. 80(1998)20691

Fig. 1 Assembling of the WASA - 4B detector

6.10 Self-similarty in light nuclei collisions
by T.Siemiarczuk for Dubna - Kosice - Moscow - Tbilisi - Warsaw Collaboration

PL9901810

Light nuclei fragmentation in a 1 m hydrogen
bubble chamber have been studied [1] by means of
the new invariant representation in the 4-velocity

space. A seft - similarity behaviour of the reactions
studied has been observed.

[1] M. Vytykacowa et. al., JINR Rapid Comm.
3(1998)37

6.11 Bose - Einstein Correlation in jt° - 7t° System
by A.Deloff and T.Siemiarczuk

PL9901811

We argue that the 7t° - n° correlation function
can be extracted from the experimentally measured
y-y correlation function. It has been explicitly

shown how the 7i° - T:0 source parameters can be
inferred from the correlation function of two-
gammas originating from the decaying n°.

6.12 Strong Interaction Effects in Kaonic Deuterium
by R.C.Barrett" and A.Deloff

PL9901812

High precision measurements of kaonic
hydrogen x-rays and also, for the first time, of
kaonic deuterium are under way in the DEAR

project using the e V storage ring at Frascati. The
values of the strong interaction Is level shift and
width in kaonic deuterium cannot be simply
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predicted by relating them, via the Deser-Trucman
formula, to the K'd scattering length because the
latter is not known experimentally: it cannot be
obtained by adding the K'p and Kn scattering
lengths but involves the solution of a complicated
multi-channel three-body problem. We give results
of calculations of the kaonic deuterium strong
interaction shift and width using an

{NK,\n) interaction (Y=A,Z) that fits

the available low-energy scattering data. The Is
level shift in kaonic deuterium comes out negative
and both the shift and the width are estimated to be
about 1 keV. The 2p capture rate is estimated to be
smaller than the 2p —> Is x-ray transition rate. This
information is of importance for the planned
experiment as it indicates that most of the kaons
should reach the lowest ] s level.
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6.13 M-Measure of Event-by-Event Fluctuations in High-Energy Heavy-Ion Collisions
by S.Mrowczyriski

The fluctuation measurements is a potential
source of valuable information on the dynamics of
heavy-ion collisions. For example, the multiplicity
fluctualions determine the compressibility [1] of the
(equilibrium) hadronic matter at freeze-out. In the
experimental realization of such ideas one has to
disentangle however the "dynamical" fluctuations of
interest from the "trivial" geometrical ones due to
the impact parameter variation. The latter
fluctuations are very sizable and dominate the
fluctuations of all extensive event characteristics
such as multiplicity or transverse energy.

A specific solution to a problem was given in our
paper [2], where we introduced the measure of
fluctuations or correlations which was later called
M. It is constructed in such a way that M is exactly
the same for nucleon-nucleon (N-N) and nucleus-
nucleus (A-A) collisions if the A-A collision is a
simple superposition of N-N interactions. On the
other hand, M equals zero when

the correlations are absent in the collision final state.
The measure manifests very interesting properties in
the equilibrium ideal gas [3], where t is negative for
fermions, positive for bosons and zero for the
classical particles.

The M-measure has been successfully applied to
the NA49 experimental data and the fluctuations of
transverse momentum, which are observed in N-N
collisions, have been found to be significantly
reduced in the central Pb-Pb collisions at 158 GeV
per nucleon . In this way we have got the model
independent proof that the central heavy-ion
collision is not a superposition of N-N interactions.
The theoretical analysis of the result has also
provided a valuable, insight into the collision
dynamics.

[1] St. Mrowczynski, Phys.Lett.B430(1998)9
[2] M.Gazdzicki and St. Mrowczynski,

Z.Phys.C54(l 992)127
[3] St. Mrowczynski, Phys.Lett.B439(l998)6

6.14 Preparation of the CMS Experiment
by R.Gokieli, M.Gorski, P.Zalewski PL9901814

In the year 1998 the activities of the Warsaw
CMS group were devoted to the following questions:

1) Construction and testing of a full scale RPC
(Resistive Plate Chamber) prototype. The RPCs in
the CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN will be used as the main detectors in the
muon trigger system. The chamber built is a final
prototype of the RPC which is to be used in the
forward area, where radiation is the highest. It is
trapezoidal in shape, its height is about 100 em and
width about 40 cm. The chamber was extensively
tested in the GIF (Gamma Irradiation Facility) at
CERN. It showed good timing properties and
excellent efficiency at highest particle fluxes
available at GIF. The preliminary results were

already reported at two international conferences.
Our design has been accepted by the collaboration
for the final version of the detector (with possible
minor modifications).
2) The study of the possibilities of registering
heavy supersymmetric particles in the CMS was
continued.
3) Monte Carlo studies of the CMS muon
trigger performance were continued. The new
developments in the final design of the structure of
experiment have to be incorporated in the simulation
software and their influence on the triggering system
are studied.
4) The work on the hardware implementation
of the triggering device - the Pattern Comparator


